Tokyo, Hong Kong, Shanghai
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3 x 3 world.
Jean-Philippe Schweitzer

I live in Shanghai where I lead the Asia R&D on Photovoltaic & solar energy of a multinational company. Serious amateur photographer, I travel the world with an open mind to meet the people, curious eyes to grab all instants, and a camera in my hand to try to catch these instants.
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Hong Kong, 3 mondes
Communication, connexion et anonymat

Communication, connection and anonymity.
La toute puissance chinoise, et ses laissés pour compte.

The rise of the Great China, and the left overs.
Déconnexion

Disconnection
Tokyo, 3 mondes
Anonyme et les autres

Anonymous amongst the others
Sérénité
Serenity
Célébration des couleurs

Celebrations of colors
Shanghai, 3 mondes
Romantisme
Intimité

Intimacy
3 megalo-cities. Hong Kong, Shanghai, Tokyo. Travel in 3 worlds, 3 times. 3x3 photos of each.
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